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New Land Cruiser 200 Series Deluxe Winch Bar
Full Frontal Protection for Your LC200 Series

Seattle, June 25/ ARB 4x4 Accessories/ -- Australian based four-wheel parts manufacture is excited to
announce the newest addition to the Toyota Land Cruiser 200 Series product line by releasing the ARB
Deluxe Winch Bar.
ARB engineers have undertaken extensive testing and analysis to develop a range of bars that offer
unequalled protection in the event of a collision and during recovery operations. The 200 Series presented
some unique problems that required significant engineering to overcome. The complex SRS airbag
compatible mounting brackets have been designed to ensure the vehicle chassis will not fail under the
operating conditions that we predict these vehicles will be used in. The chassis has been strengthened
considerably to ensure these bars provide maximum durability and protection to the vehicle and its
occupants.
The traditional five fold wing has been adapted to complement the shape and distinctive appearance of
the 200 Series without compromising strength or functionality, while the leading fold of the pan and wings
features a large 30mm radius, for a modern and stylish look.
All important in off road situations the ground clearance and approach angles are greatly improved over
standard. As with the installation of the ARB Sahara bar, installation requires extensive modifications to the
bumper and internal plastic ducting under the vehicles grill.
Need more lighting? Optional fog lights can be installed into this bumper for even greater lighting
performance. Don’t plan to install a winch? A color matched included plate can be optioned to cover the
winch opening.
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Features:
- Durable Black Powder coat
- Original equipment recovery hooks retained
- Fully SRS Airbag compatible
- Suits the full range of IPF driving lights round and rectangular
- Urethane override buffers
- Combination turn signals
- Injection moulded Fog light/turn signal surrounds
- Reinforced Hi Lift jacking points in pan
- Two CB aerial brackets on frame
- Provisions for IPF 840FYS pendant fog lights laser cut in underside of pan
- Suitable for Warn 8000, 9000, XP9500, XDC9500 and 12000lb low mount electric winches.
- Large diameter 60.3mm tube frame and wide 50mm upright supports
- Provision for location of the ARB and OEM fog lights
- For vehicles fitted with front parking sensors, the comprehensive fitting instructions include
direction for refitting the sensors into the bar

Part No.

Description

Retail

3415120
3415110
3215110
Optional
68212011
MD022
180209S & 1802152

Land Cruiser 200 Series Winch bar w/headlight washers
Land Cruiser 200 Series Winch bar w/o headlight washers
Land Cruiser 200 Series non winch bar w/o headlight washers

$1,884.27
$1,884.27
$1,744.52

ARB Fog Light Kit1
Modular Driving Light Loom2
Switch Base and Cap2

$84.83
$81.97
$10.70 + $9.68

1. ARB fog light kit includes lights, connectors and fasteners, but does not include a wiring loom and switch. For vehicles without factory
fog lights, MD02, 180209S and 180215 are required.
2. Required for models without factory fitted fog light

About ARB
ARB Corporation Limited is Australia’s largest and industry leading manufacturer and distributor of quality,
4WD vehicle accessories, with distribution in more than 100 countries worldwide.
The company manufactures and stocks the world’s most respected, sought after brands including ARB Air
Locker locking differentials and bumpers; Old Man Emu (OME) customized suspension systems, IPF high
performance lighting, and Safari snorkel systems. ARB’s Seattle office is the North, South & Central
American headquarters and importer of ARB 4x4 Accessories.
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